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Book Descriptions:

brandt apollo fridge freezer manual

We have invested all our dedication and knowhow in this appliance so that it would best meet your
needs. With innovation and performance, we designed it to be always easy to use. It has been
designed for preserving and freezing food. The following instructions are for your own safety and
should be observed without fail. We can neither be held responsible, nor uphold the guarantee in
case of fail ure to observe these recommendations, which may lead to material damage or physical
injury. Do not place food that is still hot in your refrigerator or freezer, particularly in the case of
soups or dishes that release a lot of steam. To ensure cor rect installation, please scrupulously follow
the directions and the sequence of operations below. The upper lefthand hinge L is placed inside the
drawing R6 plinth R6. Remove it and inset it into the housing on the left on the control panel M.
Fasten it with the two screws R7. You must therefore read the indicator within 30 seconds of the
door being opened for the reading to be correct. Manipulating the thermostat Setting the
temperature To adjust the temperature, set the thermostat knob on one of the surround When
putting your appliance into serv. Your appliance is equipped with one or other of these functions.
You can check very quickly by comparing your refriger ator to the illustrations on this page. You also
avoid the taste of some foods contaminating the taste of others. Only vegeta bles, fruit and salad
vegetables can be stored in the vegetable compartment without being packed. Do not put packages
and food in contact with the wall at the back of the appliance this is a particularly cold and damp
area of the appliance and water droplets and frost condense there as part of your refrigerators
normal operation. The cartridge lasts for around 3 months. On first use Release the cartridge from
its support drawing R1. Deepfreezing is an industrial process that is quicker and more intense that
domestic freezing.http://www.asbazainville.org/userfiles/cpm1-cif01-manual.xml

brandt apollo fridge freezer manual, brandt apollo fridge freezer manual, brandt
apollo fridge freezer manual download, brandt apollo fridge freezer manual pdf,
brandt apollo fridge freezer manual instructions, brandt apollo fridge freezer manual
parts.

The products you purchase from the shops are deepfrozen. Preparing food for freezing Freezing
does not sterilise. Product Valid for Preparatory cooking Sauce with meat juices halfcooked 3
months Tomato sauce justcooked Minestrone with vegetables 2 months no pasta. The amount of
sugar to use is around 250g for 1 kilo of fruit. Syrups are used in varying percentages; these are
prepared by boiling sugared wa ter. Grasp the plug directly, in with a stick as shown in the
Drawing.The resultant noises are quite normal operating noises. They reduce automatically as soon
as your refrigerator reaches the desired temperature. These noises are as follows NOISE CAUSE
Coming from the motor.This buzzing may briefly be louder when. It stops condensation forming on
the outside The external walls are warm of your appliance When your home’s heating is not on for
example in spring and. This information appears on the manufacturers nameplate attached to your
equipment. Brandt Appliances SAS au capital de 10.000.000 euros, RCS Nanterre sous le n 440 302
347 174.6045.0. We have invested all our dedication and knowhow in this appliance so that it would
best meet your needs. With innovation and performance, we designed it to be always easy to use. It
has been designed for preserving and freezing food. The following instructions are for your own
safety and should be observed without fail. We can neither be held responsible, nor uphold the
guarantee in case of fail ure to observe these recommendations, which may lead to material damage
or physical injury. Do not place food that is still hot in your refrigerator or freezer, particularly in the
case of soups or dishes that release a lot of steam. A system automatically melts away any frost and
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the water pro duced flows through a small pipe into the container provided, where it evaporates
away. Remove the covers I from the control panel R7. Drawing R7 11. Unscrew and remove the top
righthand hinge L R7. 12.http://www.sdds.be/userfiles/cpm1-20cdr-a-manual.xml

Unscrew the control panel M and remove it, lifting the top part from the middle so as to free the
three spikes on the inside. Unscrew the metal door stop T on the righthand Drawing R13 side of the
refrigerators door, turn it over and screw it to the lefthand side of the freezers door, aligning the
hole in the plate with the one in the door R13. Unscrew the metal door stop T on the righthand side
of the freezers door, turn it over and screw it to the lefthand side of the refrigerators door, aligning.
The light illuminates, the alarm sounds and the refrigerators temperature flashes. Your appliance is
equipped with one or other of these functions. You can check very quickly by comparing your
refriger ator to the illustrations on this page. You also avoid the taste of some foods contaminating
the taste of others. Only vegeta bles, fruit and salad vegetables can be stored in the vegetable
compartment without being packed. Do not put packages and food in contact with the wall at the
back of the appliance this is a particularly cold and damp area of the appliance and water droplets
and frost condense there as part of your refrigerators normal operation. Deepfreezing is an
industrial process that is quicker and more intense that domestic freezing. The products you
purchase from the shops are deepfrozen. Preparing food for freezing Freezing does not sterilise.
Product Valid for Preparatory cooking Sauce with meat juices halfcooked 3 months Tomato sauce
justcooked Minestrone with vegetables 2 months no pasta. The amount of sugar to use is around
250g for 1 kilo of fruit. Syrups are used in varying percentages; these are prepared by boiling
sugared wa ter. Grasp the plug directly, instead of pulling on the power cable. Cleaning your
appliance We recommend that you clean and Periodically check that the drain hole for the disinfect
your appliance regularly defrosting water is not blocked and clean it for improved hygiene and to
keep.

The resultant noises are quite normal operating noises. They reduce automatically as soon as your
refrigerator reaches the desired temperature. These noises are as follows NOISE CAUSE Coming
from the motor.This buzzing may briefly be louder when. It stops condensation forming on the
outside The external walls are warm of your appliance When your home’s heating is not on for
example in spring and. This information appears on the manufacturers nameplate attached to your
equipment. Brandt Appliances SAS au capital de 10.000.000 euros, RCS Nanterre sous le n 440 302
347 174.6046.0. It also makes defrosting unnecessary. No frost technology in freezer prevents frost.
Reversible door No more door opening issue left ot right, thae way you like! No frost technology in
freezer prevents frost. Reversible door No more door opening issue left ot right, thae way you like!
The AMS also prevents condensation on the glass shelves. Window shelf Window shelf provides you
with slightly warmer temperature for butter. Access to the manual of your device by clicking on the
appropriate product. The devices are listed in alphabetical order and you can access the following
pages through the navigation bar at the bottom of the page. If this means band new unit not working
Do not. The fridge section is dead whilst he freezer funtions. I noticed also that the interior light had
got very. I have been told the thermostat has gone wrong on the fridge and need a new circuit
board. Go to partselect.com and enter the info on your unit. They. At the top of the fridge there is a
AMS air moving system. The freezer works fine but the fridge is not cold even. I have used the
machine approx 6 times in that period as it is in. Search Results Download brandt wine chiller
manual Google Docs Google Docs,. That is one MIGHTY machine. Start here for 7,460 search results
brandt edgebander troubleshooting data transfer Google Search Then do a EXACT Google. Answer
questions, earn points and help others.
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Click here for more details You can download a replacementOur visual guide makes finding your
model number easy. Or it did not solve your problem Visit ourAlternatively visit our. By continuing to
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use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our cookie policy unless
you have disabled them. By chatting and providing personal info, you understand and agree to our
Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. UK Appliance UK appliance repair questions. Ask an Expert
Home Improvement Questions UK Appliance Repair Hi I am having problem with my Brandt Fridge
Freezer. Hi I am having problem with my Brandt Fridge Freezer. I am not sure about the model and
make as it came with the house when we bought it in december. It says A class I think. We dont have
a manual. I have defrosted the freezer for about 24 hours and its working a bit better but still not
freezing adequately. I pulled the freezer out from the wall and noticed that at the at the bottom of
the firdge there is a pipe black plastic corrogated and it seems to be emptying into what was once a
clear plastic container. Is this the drain pipe. That plastic container is full of liquid that I assume has
come from this pipe. The liquid looks like very dirty water and is full of dust etc. The container is not
covered. What do I do Should I get the liquid out. Submitted 9 years ago. Verified Hiya, This
container sits on top of the compressor. When the machine defrosts, the ice melts and runs into the
plastic container. When the compressor runs to cool them machine it gets hot. This evaporates the
water. If the container is smelling, use a sponge to remove the water and clean it out as best you can
with a mild bleach solution. Other than that, you need do nothing. The water will evaporate when
the machine runs again.

https://codicicolori.com/images/744t-sound-device-manual.pdf

Hope this helps Let me know how it goes or if you need more help thanks Techdesk, Field Service
Engineer Category UK Appliance Satisfied Customers 16,409 Experience Whitegoods engineer
working for a multibranded national company in the UK. Verified Techdesk and 87 other UK
Appliance Specialists are ready to help you Ask your own question now Customer reply replied 9
years ago Hi Thank you very much for you answer. I have had my machine back on and on supercool
for a couple of hours now but it doesnt seem to be getting cooler very quickly. Do I need to defrost it
again. I defrosted it last time for about 24 hours. Thank you UK Appliance Technician Techdesk,
Field Service Engineer replied 9 years ago Hiya, Defrost for a fridge freezer is around 24 hours with
the doors open. Putting supercool on will do nothing. The compressor will run to cool the machine
and pressing supercool cant turn the compressor on as its already on. If its not cooling adequately, is
the compressor running all the time. Is the compressor very hot. Thanks Ask Your Own UK
Appliance Question Customer reply replied 9 years ago Hi there, No the compressor is very cool.
The fridge and freezer are warm now. Thanks UK Appliance Technician Techdesk, Field Service
Engineer replied 9 years ago Hiya, Is the compressor running. Thanks Ask Your Own UK Appliance
Question Customer reply replied 9 years ago Hi, I dont think it is any more. Its not making any noise.
Thanks UK Appliance Technician Techdesk, Field Service Engineer replied 9 years ago Hiya, OK,
thanks for that. Can you post the actual model number of the appliance please. Ill see if I can find
any technical documents for your appliance. Thanks Ask Your Own UK Appliance Question Customer
reply replied 9 years ago Hi there I dont have the model number, I am afraid, as the fridge came
with the house when we bought it. The compressor has model number on it NBT111CY.

https://cohemployeenews.com/images/7442-singer-manual.pdf

Thank you UK Appliance Technician Techdesk, Field Service Engineer replied 9 years ago Hiya, The
model should be on a label inside the fridge. Behind the salad drawers are a favourite hiding place.
Thanks Ask Your Own UK Appliance Question Customer reply replied 9 years ago Hi, Yes its there.
COA380AU Thank you Sorry I accidently pressed accept. UK Appliance Technician Techdesk, Field
Service Engineer replied 9 years ago Hiya, No problem. Ill still continue working with you. How long
since you turned the machine back on. Its controlled by sensors and a pcb so it will go into defrost
mode before it turns on the compressor. Thanks Ask Your Own UK Appliance Question Customer
reply replied 9 years ago Hi, Thank you very much, Its been about 5 hrs now since I turned it back
on. THanks UK Appliance Technician Techdesk, Field Service Engineer replied 9 years ago Hiya,
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OK, if the compressor is still not running it would suggest you have a problem with the main control
board in the appliance now. This is in addition to the cooling problem you were experiencing.
Unplug the appliance again. Wait 1 hour. Plug the machine in, set the temperature selector to the
midway position. Let me know what happens. Thanks Ask Your Own UK Appliance Question
Customer reply replied 9 years ago Thank you, Ill give it a go now and get back to you. UK Appliance
Technician Techdesk, Field Service Engineer replied 9 years ago Hiya, Good luck with it. Thanks Ask
Your Own UK Appliance Question Customer reply replied 9 years ago Hello there, I have turned it
back on as you suggested but the compressor is still very quiet. How long should it take before it
starts working again if it ever does. UK Appliance Technician Techdesk, Field Service Engineer
replied 9 years ago Hiya, I would expect it to start up within 20 minutes of turning on. If you get
nothing at all from the compressor even a hum then a click then it would suggest a serious fault with
the appliance.

It could be the main control board or the compressor at fault. Sorry, without it running, its not
possible to try and diagnose the cooling fault. To check the electronic board, unplug the appliance
and gain access to the board where the controls are. Check the board for any obvious damage. Let
me know what you find. To check the compressor. Unplug the appliance. Take the cover where the
mains cable enters the machine off. The live cable going in, take it off and temporarily join it to the
black wire on the connection block. Plug the machine in and the compressor should run. double
check the wiring and confirm the connections with me first. Thanks Ask Your Own UK Appliance
Question Was this answer helpful. Techdesk is online now Get an Answer Continue Share this
conversation See more Related UK Appliance Questions I have a 7 year old Hotpoint FZ150G
Frostfree upright Hi, I have a 7 year old Hotpoint FZ150G Frostfree upright freezer stored in the
garage. I have a fridge and freezer in one appliance and the fridgepart Hi. I have a fridge and
freezer in one appliance and the fridgepart stopped working. On the backside of my fridge, above
the compressor, theres a plastic container. Hi I am having problem with Brandt fridge freezer model
cfa310wu. Suddenly the top compartments i.e the conventional fridge is freezing and the freezer has
stopped freezing. I have been removing this as and when about once a week. The fridge gets too cold
and will freeze BEKO fridge freezer. The fridge gets too cold and will freeze eggs. The freezer will
not freeze ice cream. Water has started to collect and freeze in the bottom of the freezer department
below the bottom drawer. I assume that there is a blockage stopping the condensate getting away.
We have to remove ice every second day from the freezing compartment. Some months since last
defrost, so probably not due to that. The appliance was bought in December 2008. My Samsung
American Style fridge freezer is causing a problem.

drmarlenebothma.co.za/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-
upload/server/content/files/162705c5c3e938---boss-ps-5-manual.pdf

The temperature of the fridge has gone up from 3 degrees to about 1516 degrees. The cold drink,
dairy products etc. I seem to be having a bit of trouble with my tecnik Hello. This unit has been
working satisfactorily since installation. Posts are for general information, are not intended to
substitute for informed professional advice medical, legal, veterinary, financial, etc., or to establish a
professionalclient relationship. JustAnswer is not intended or designed for EMERGENCY questions
which should be directed immediately by telephone or inperson to qualified professionals.
JustAnswer in the News Askadoc Web sites If youve got a quick question, you can try to get an
answer from sites that say they have various specialists on hand to give quick answers.
Justanswer.com. JustAnswer.com.has seen a spike since October in legal questions from readers
about layoffs, unemployment and severance. Traffic on JustAnswer rose 14 percent.and had nearly
400,000 page views in 30 days.inquiries related to stress, high blood pressure, drinking and heart
pain jumped 33 percent. Tory Johnson, GMA Workplace Contributor, discusses workfromhome jobs,
such as JustAnswer in which verified Experts answer people’s questions. I will tell you that.the
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things you have to go through to be an Expert are quite rigorous. What Customers are Saying You
did one super job of explaining to me everything there is to know about this fridge. Im looking
forward to asking you questions in the future. Jimmy Bagley, IA Wonderful service, prompt, efficient,
and accurate. Couldnt have asked for more. I cannot thank you enough for your help. Mary C.
Freshfield, Liverpool, UK This expert is wonderful. They truly know what they are talking about, and
they actually care about you. They really helped put my nerves at ease. Thank you so much!!!! Alex
Los Angeles, CA Thank you for all your help.

It is nice to know that this service is here for people like myself, who need answers fast and are not
sure who to consult. GP Hesperia, CA I couldnt be more satisfied. This is the site I will always come
to when I need a second opinion. Justin Kernersville, NC Just let me say that this encounter has been
entirely professional and most helpful. I liked that I could ask additional questions and get answered
in a very short turn around. Esther Woodstock, NY Thank you so much for taking your time and
knowledge to support my concerns. Not only did you answer my questions, you even took it a step
further with replying with more pertinent information I needed to know.Drcool Home Appliance
Technician 471 satisfied customers i am an expert in the Home Appliance category in the US.Posts
are for general information, are not intended to substitute for informed professional advice medical,
legal, veterinary, financial, etc., or to establish a professionalclient relationship. JustAnswer is not
intended or designed for EMERGENCY questions which should be directed immediately by
telephone or inperson to qualified professionals. Show More Show Less How it works Login Contact
Us Ask Your Question Send It. Ainsi, vous n’aurez pas non plus besoin d’attendre qu’ils soient secs
pour les congeler, il suffira d’attendre qu’ils refroidissent. PRODUIT VALIDITE PREPARATION
Asperges Choux, choufleur Artichauds Haricots Haricots verts Champignons Aubergines Poivrons 3
12 mois 6 mois 12 mois Petits pois, Tomates 3 Persil. This document for download All trademarks
and brands are the property of their respective owners. Please upgrade your browser to improve
your experience. Were here to help. You can choose whether to manage these or allow them all.
View Cookie Policy. Looking for help repairing your Bosch Washer. Did your Bosch dryer stop
drying. Does your Bosch refrigerator not produce iceNeed a pdf download service manual to fix it.

SAVE money and repair it yourself with these service manuals. Get an immediate download Bosch
service manual so you can start repairing your appliance in minutes. We also included sub.
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